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Abstract 

Objective: To achieve the grand challenge goal of unleashing the power of prevention, we must 

determine how and under what conditions an intervention leads to desired outcomes. These 

questions remain largely unknown partly due to analytical challenges involving testing mediation 

and moderation hypotheses with multiple dependent variables in nested data. This paper 

introduces multilevel structural equation modeling (MSEM) and demonstrates multilevel 

mediation and moderation analysis to understand the mechanisms by and contexts in which 

preventive interventions work. Method: Using illustrative research questions, we review the 

conceptual backgrounds of multilevel modeling and structural equation modeling and explain 

how MSEM combines these methods. We then analyze longitudinal data from a quasi-

experimental study of a social and emotional learning program to examine how classroom 

teachers’ baseline social–emotional competence (SEC) relates to students’ year-end SEC, 

focusing on the mediation of instruction and the moderation of implementation leadership. 

Results: Teachers’ SEC was directly related to students’ year-end SEC (95% CI [.04, .95]) and 

indirectly related through the number of lessons delivered (95% CI [.01, .35]), controlling for 

students’ baseline SEC and grade level. When teachers reported more implementation leadership 

at baseline, however, teachers’ own SEC contributed less to the number of lessons they delivered 

(95% CI for interaction effect [−2.50, −.27]). MSEM techniques enabled examination of how 

teachers’ SEC relates to their implementation behaviors and, in turn, to students’ social and 

emotional development, and how these relationships are modified by implementation contexts. 

Conclusions: Identifying mechanisms and contexts in which students benefit from classroom-

level interventions can help refine interventions and/or target implementation supports for taking 

preventive interventions to scale. 



 

Keywords: multilevel structural equation modeling (MSEM), mediation and moderation, 

prevention, implementation, social and emotional learning (SEL) 

  



Social workers play a critical role in developing and delivering interventions to promote 

healthy youth development (Shapiro, Kim, Robitaille, LeBuffe, & Ziemer, 2018). A large body 

of scientific evidence has demonstrated that mental, emotional, and behavior problems in 

children and youth can be prevented through societal action (Hawkins et al., 2015). Many 

interventions intended to ensure the healthy development and well-being of young people have 

been tested and found to be effective (O’Connell, Boat, & Warner, 2009). Social and emotional 

learning (SEL) programs are one type of school-based preventive intervention. SEL programs 

aim to prevent behavioral problems by promoting students’ social–emotional competence (SEC), 

or the child’s ability to make decisions and connect with others in ways that reflect the successful 

recognition and management of emotions (e.g., social awareness, goal-directed behavior, 

relationship skills; Shapiro, Accomazzo, & Robitaille, 2017). Experimental and quasi-

experimental studies have demonstrated the benefits of many SEL programs on students’ SEC 

and other indicators of positive development (Durlak, Weissberg, Dymnicki, Taylor, & 

Schellinger, 2011; Taylor, Oberle, Durlak, & Weissberg, 2017). The focus of such studies has 

primarily been examination of mean differences in target outcomes between intervention and 

control/comparison conditions under ideal (efficacy) or relatively more routine (effectiveness) 

implementation conditions (Flay et al., 2005). 

To achieve the grand challenge goal of unleashing the power of prevention (i.e., scaling 

clinical outcomes for population impact), however, we also need to determine how and under 

what conditions an intervention leads to desired outcomes within an intervention condition in 

order to disseminate it well (Gottfredson et al., 2015; Shapiro, et al., 2013; Spoth et al., 2013). A 

data analytic technique called multilevel structural equation modeling (MSEM) can be used to 

examine the mechanisms of implementation delivery (i.e., mediation hypotheses) and the 



contexts that might shape intervention effects (i.e., moderation hypotheses) in routine practice 

settings. This method combines two different modeling approaches—multilevel modeling 

(MLM) and structural equation modeling (SEM)—to overcome the limitations of each by 

facilitating the analysis of multiple dependent variables in nested data (e.g., observations that are 

nonindependent by nature of their shared group membership). Prevention researchers have 

suggested that data analysis techniques such as MSEM may be well-suited to answer practice-

relevant questions important for refining and disseminating prevention practice at scale (Shapiro, 

Hawkins, & Oesterle, 2015). 

Since MSEM was integrated into existing software (e.g., Mplus Version 5, Stata Version 

8) as a generalized modeling framework (B. Muthén & Asparouhov, 2008; Rabe-Hesketh, 

Skrondal, & Pickles, 2004), it has been introduced to social science researchers as either an 

extension of MLM (e.g., Christ et al., 2017; Hox, 2010) or an extension of SEM (e.g., Kaplan, 

2008; Kaplan, Kim, & Kim, 2009). Several papers have also illustrated how to apply MSEM for 

different purposes, including confirmatory factor analysis (Davidov, Dülmer, Schlüter, Schmidt, 

& Meuleman, 2012; Geldhof, Preacher, & Zyphur, 2014; Mehta & Neale, 2005), measurement 

and structural models (Cheung & Au, 2005; Rabe-Hesketh, Skrondal, & Zheng, 2007), 

mediation models (MacKinnon & Valente, 2014; Preacher, Zyphur, & Zhang, 2010), and 

moderation models (Preacher, Zhang, & Zyphur, 2016). However, these resources may not be 

readily accessible to social work researchers seeking to apply MSEM to the social problems and 

interventions they typically examine if they lack highly contemporary and sophisticated 

statistical training. This paper responds to calls for workforce development activities specifically 

intended for, but not limited to, social work researchers studying the implementation of 



preventive interventions that advance the well-being of all youth (Hawkins, Shapiro, & Fagan, 

2010). 

In this paper—which may be most helpful to social work researchers who already have 

some familiarity with MLM and SEM—we provide specific examples of MSEM used to 

examine research questions that simultaneously require MLM and SEM analysis techniques. To 

orient readers to the terms, notations, and diagram techniques we use, we first present the 

conceptual backgrounds of MLM and SEM, separately, using illustrative research questions. To 

facilitate an accessible, initial understanding of MSEM, we then explain how MSEM can 

combine MLM and SEM in a single modeling framework, focusing on diagram representations 

for model specification instead of multiple matrix equations. Finally, we use data from a quasi-

experimental study of an SEL program to illustrate the analytic procedures and results generated 

through the use of MSEM. In doing so, we demonstrate the utility of MSEM for addressing the 

grand challenge to ensure healthy youth development (Uehara et al., 2013). Possible applications 

and limitations of MSEM are discussed. 

Multilevel Modeling 

Analysis of Nested Data 

Let us consider data collected during a yearlong implementation of a school-based SEL 

program in which classroom teachers deliver the lessons. Even when students in an intervention 

condition, on average, had higher SEC at the end of the year than students in a 

control/comparison condition, it is likely that variations in student outcomes exist within the 

intervention condition such that some students show higher year-end SEC than others. The 

variations in students’ year-end SEC scores can be partitioned into two levels: within- and 

between-classroom variations. A within-classroom variation would reflect a student’s SEC score 



being higher or lower than his or her classroom average (i.e., cluster mean). A between-

classroom variation might occur when the average SEC score of the student’s classroom is 

higher or lower than the average SEC score of all classrooms (i.e., grand mean). A larger 

between-classroom variation indicates a stronger correlation in SEC scores between a student 

and his/her classmates in the same classroom. Simply put, students in the same classrooms are 

likely to be more similar to each other than to students in different classrooms based on shared 

norms or experiences. This violates the assumption of independent observations traditional in 

regression analysis using ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation and therefore requires more 

sophisticated methods, such as MLM. 

Also known as hierarchical linear modeling or mixed effects modeling, MLM handles the 

dependence of clustered observations (e.g., students nested in classrooms) by partitioning 

residuals (i.e., unexplained sources of variance) into within-cluster and between-cluster residuals. 

OLS regression analysis assumes that all observations are independent of each other and 

therefore does not partition total variation of a variable into within-cluster and between-cluster 

variability. By estimating the between-cluster residual variance separately from the within-

cluster residual variance, however, MLM can account for the nonindependence of observations 

and prevent biased estimation. 

Random Intercept Model 

In our example, we have a set of SEC scores for a student (i) in a classroom (j); the 

deviations of individual student scores from the grand mean (i.e., average score of the full 

sample) are partitioned into within- and between-classroom levels. This is done by setting the 

regression intercept (β0j; see Equation 1) as a random intercept that can vary across clusters—in 

this case classrooms, notated as u0j (see Equation 2). Note that variables, coefficients, and 



residuals with subscript ij vary across students and classrooms, whereas variables, coefficients, 

and residuals with subscript j only vary across classrooms and have no within-classroom 

variation. Equation 3 combines Equations 1 and 2, indicating that the SEC score of a student (i) 

in a classroom (j; Yij) can be decomposed into a grand mean (γ00), between-classroom residual 

(u0j), and within-classroom residual (eij). In other words, all students share the same intercept 

(γ00), with students in the same classroom sharing the same deviation from the grand mean (u0j) 

and each student also having an individual deviation from her or his classroom mean (eij). The 

MLM equations introduced in this paper follow the conventions of Raudenbush and Bryk (2002). 𝑌ij = β0j + 𝑒ij         (1) β0j = γ00 + 𝑢0j         (2) Yij = γ00 + 𝑢0j + 𝑒ij         (3) 

Equations 1, 2, and 3 specify a random intercept model, represented in Figure 1 as a full 

diagram on the left (Boxes A and B) and as a simplified diagram on the right, providing an 

illustrative example in which the variable is a student’s SEC (Boxes C and D). The MLM 

diagrams in this paper follow the conventions of the Mplus User’s Guide (L. K. Muthén & 

Muthén, 1998–2017), with minor adaptations. 

The proportion of between-cluster residual variance in a variable’s total variance is called 

the intraclass correlation (ICC; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). In our example, the ICC can be 

interpreted as the degree to which individual SEC scores within a classroom are correlated with 

one another. Often, the first step of MLM is to examine the ICC of an outcome variable of 

interest to assess the proportion of the variation in the variable that exists across clusters 

(Woltman, Feldstain, MacKay, & Rocchi, 2012). Although there are no widely accepted criteria 

for assessing the value of ICC, it has been suggested that ICCs equal to or greater than .05 render 



MLM necessary (Geldhof et al., 2014; Huta, 2014). ICC values between .05 and .20 have 

commonly been reported in the MLM literature (Bliese, 2000; Preacher, Zhang, & Zyphur, 

2011). 

Random Intercept and Fixed (or Random) Slopes Model 

Continuing with our example, let us say that the ICC for students’ SEC score is .15, 

indicating that 15% of variance in SEC scores is due to between-classroom variations and the 

remaining 85% is due to within-classroom variations (see, e.g., Shapiro, Kim, Accomazzo, & 

Roscoe, 2016; Smith-Millman et al., 2017). The next step would be to find predictors that 

explain these different sources of variation in students’ SEC scores. We hypothesize that within-

classroom variations may be explained by individual student characteristics, such that students’ 

preintervention SEC scores may predict their postintervention scores. Between-classroom 

variations may be explained by features that are shared by all students in the classroom but vary 

among different classrooms, such as teachers’ SEC and the number of SEC lessons delivered 

within a given classroom. The preintervention SEC score (Xij) is included in Equation 4 as a 

student-level predictor, and the teacher SEC score (W1j) and the number of SEL lessons delivered 

(W2j) are included in Equation 5 as classroom-level predictors. By adding these predictors, the 

within- and between-classroom residuals (eij and u0j) now reflect residuals left unexplained after 

accounting for the effects of these predictors. Equation 6 indicates that the regression slope of the 

preintervention SEC score (β1j) in Equation 4 is assumed not to vary across classrooms (i.e., 

fixed slope) given that there is no residual term (u1j). In the combined Equation 7, the effect of 

each predictor on students’ year-end SEC, controlling for other predictors, is noted as γ10, γ01, 

and γ02. Depending on the research hypothesis, however, the slope of a student-level predictor 

can be specified to vary across classrooms (i.e., random slope). For example, one might 



hypothesize that the relationship between baseline SEC scores and year-end SEC scores would 

be different across classrooms and that these variations in the slope could be explained by other 

classroom-level predictors. 𝑌ij = β0j + β1j𝑋ij + 𝑒ij        (4) β0j = γ00 + γ01𝑊1j + γ02𝑊2j + 𝑢0j       (5) β1j = γ10          (6) 𝑌ij = γ00 + γ10𝑋ij + γ01𝑊1j + γ02𝑊2j + 𝑢0j + 𝑒ij     (7) 

The model specified in Equations 4–7 is called a random intercept and fixed slope model 

(see Figure 2). In this model, teacher SEC scores as a classroom-level predictor cannot explain 

the within-classroom variations, since all students in the same classroom would share the same 

level of teacher SEC. A classroom-level predictor, therefore, can reduce only the between-

classroom residual variance. In contrast, students’ preintervention SEC scores—the student-level 

predictor—can explain both the within- and between-classroom variations. Similar to the 

outcome variable, students’ preintervention SEC scores vary across students within the same 

classroom as well as across different classrooms. The effect of preintervention SEC scores on 

year-end SEC scores (γ10), therefore, conflates the within-classroom effect (e.g., how much the 

baseline individual student SEC is related to the year-end individual student SEC) and the 

between-classroom effect (e.g., how much the baseline classroom-level SEC is related to the 

year-end classroom-level SEC). 

Limitations of MLM 

MLM has advantages over OLS regression when analyzing nested data by partitioning 

the residuals of an outcome variable into within- and between-cluster residuals. Conventional 

MLM techniques, however, have several limitations. First, MLM is not easily applied to more 



complex models that seek to examine several correlated dependent variables simultaneously 

(e.g., multiple related constructs, a single construct measured through several related indicators). 

For example, one might hypothesize that the number of SEL lessons delivered would mediate the 

relationship between teachers’ SEC (independent variable) and students’ year-end SEC 

(dependent variable). In this case, the teachers’ SEC is predicting both the number of lessons 

delivered (mediator) and students’ year-end SEC at the same time, which is also predicted by the 

mediator. In conventional MLM, these relationships would be examined in multiple steps that do 

not account for the relationships between variables simultaneously. In the next section, we will 

review structural equation modeling, one of the most widely used multivariate methods for 

modeling several equations simultaneously. 

Furthermore, conventional MLM techniques that separately estimate the within-cluster 

and between-cluster effects can produce biased estimates. In an MLM approach, these two 

conceptually different effects are often separated by including both observed cluster means (e.g., 

aggregated individual characteristics) and cluster-mean-centered scores as predictors. The 

methodological literature, however, suggests that this approach may produce a biased estimation 

of between-cluster effects, and one way to overcome this problem is to use a multilevel latent 

covariate (MLC) approach (e.g., Christ et al., 2017; Lüdtke et al., 2008). We will discuss later 

how MSEM integrates the MLC approach rather than requiring an additional, often-overlooked 

step in the analytic process. 

Structural Equation Modeling 

Analysis of Multiple Equations Simultaneously 

So far, our illustrative models only included observed variables. But we may be 

interested in measuring outcome variables that are latent (i.e., not directly observable, and thus, 



not directly measurable). For example, if we assumed that students’ SEC is a latent construct 

measured by eight teacher-rated indicators intended to reflect SEC, we would want to first 

examine the extent to which all of these indicators appear to be actually measuring SEC. We 

would also want to understand how SEC, as a construct, relates to other variables after partialling 

out (i.e., segregating the effect of) any measurement errors (see the next section for explication 

of this term). When we use a mean or sum score of these eight indicators as a single outcome 

variable, as is often the case for OLS regression and MLM, there is no mechanism to parse out 

the measurement error from a total residual. 

SEM, also known as covariance structure modeling (Kline, 2015), is designed to consider 

the unknown measurement errors embedded in each indicator and is used for, but not limited to, 

path analysis with latent variables. Neither the OLS regression nor conventional MLM 

approaches allow for multiple dependent variables (either observed indicators or latent 

constructs) in a single model. By estimating more than one equation simultaneously, however, 

SEM can partition the variance of each observed indicator into the portion explained by an 

underlying latent construct and the portion left unexplained (due to unknown measurement 

errors), which in turn permits more accurate estimates of relationships among constructs. 

Measurement Model 

We continue with our example to consider the exploration of a measurement model. If 

the eight indicators of student SEC are designed well, a student with higher SEC would 

consistently get higher scores on each indicator of the construct, just as another student with 

lower SEC would consistently get lower scores across indicators. In other words, the common 

variance underlying the observed variances in these indicators reflects students’ underlying SEC. 

Measurement errors can also exist in each indicator, and such errors are theoretically unrelated to 



the underlying construct but are produced for a variety of unknown reasons related to the 

indicators themselves. For example, if a teacher is asked how frequently she or he has observed 

the performance of a specific behavior, a student rating may be influenced by constraints on the 

opportunity to observe the student’s behavior rather than student’s ability or propensity to 

skillfully execute the behavior. Additionally, some of the indicators might be more influenced by 

a related, yet distinct, construct, such as cognitive abilities or personality. 

SEM separates the common variance in these eight indicators and measurement errors in 

each indicator by estimating factor loadings (i.e., the degree to which an indicator is explained by 

the construct it intends to measure) and the measurement error variances (i.e., the residual 

variances left unexplained in the indicator). Equation 8 shows how multiple observed variables 

(y1i–y8i), relate to a single latent construct (ηi). The degree to which each indicator is related to 

the latent construct is expressed by λ1–λ8, and the unknown measurement errors are expressed by 

ε1i–ε8i. The SEM equations introduced in this paper follow the conventions of Kaplan (2008) 

with minor adaptations. 

( 
   
 𝑦1i𝑦2i𝑦3i𝑦4i𝑦5i𝑦6iy7i𝑦8i) 

   
 =

[  
   
   λ1ηi + ε1iλ2ηi + ε2iλ3ηi + ε3iλ4ηi + ε4iλ5ηi + ε5iλ6ηi + ε6iλ7ηi + ε7iλ8ηi + ε8i]  

   
   
          (8) 

The model specified in Equation 8 is called a measurement model or confirmatory factor 

model, represented as a diagram in Figure 3. The SEM diagrams in this paper follow the 

conventions of the Mplus User’s Guide (L. K. Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). 

If all eight indicators adequately measure what they intended to measure, the model 

would produce a good fit to the observed covariances among the indicators, with consistently 



high factor loadings and low measurement error variances. Often, the first step of SEM is to 

evaluate the goodness of fit using various model fit indices, such as chi-squared statistic (χ²), 

standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis 

index (TLI), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; Hu & Bentler, 1999; 

Kaplan, 2008; Kline, 2015). Bowen and Guo (2011) recommended fit criteria for social work 

research that include a nonsignificant chi-squared statistic, CFI ≥ .95, TLI ≥ .95, GFI ≥ .90, and 

RMSEA ≤ .08. Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson (2010) provided fit assessment guidelines that 

account for sample size and model complexity. 

Structural Model 

When the measurement model shows an acceptable fit, one may want to examine the 

relationships among constructs while accounting for the measurement errors. Referring back to 

our example, Equations 9 and 10 illustrate one possible structural model that simultaneously 

examines the relationships between teacher’s SEC (X1i) and students’ year-end SEC (ηi), 

mediated by the number of SEL lessons delivered (X2i). In Equation 9, the outcome variable (ηi) 

is explained by two predictors, X1i and X2i, and has residuals (ζηi). In Equation 10, the number of 

lessons (X2i)—one of the predictors in Equation 9—is set as an outcome variable predicted by X1i 

with residuals (ζXi). ηi = β31𝑋1i + β32𝑋2i + ζηi        (9) 𝑋2i = β21𝑋1i + ζxi         (10) 

Figure 4 represents the model specified in Equations 9 and 10, in combination with 

Equation 8. 

Limitations of SEM 



SEM can be used to simultaneously examine a set of interrelations among multiple 

variables, accounting for measurement errors. Yet, with the exception of repeated observations 

nested within individuals, conventional SEM techniques are rarely applied to nested data. To 

analyze the example model (Figure 4) in a conventional SEM framework, one could disaggregate 

teacher data to the student level or aggregate student data to the classroom level. Both 

approaches, however, can lead to a loss of information and biased estimates of the associations 

among variables. In the following section, we will introduce an analytic technique that combines 

the features of MLM and SEM, allowing analysis of measurement and structural models with 

nested data. 

Multilevel Structural Equation Modeling 

Analysis of Multiple Equations Simultaneously in Nested Data 

There have been considerable efforts to synthesize MLM and SEM into a single 

generalized modeling framework (B. Muthén & Asparouhov, 2008; Rabe-Hesketh et al., 2004). 

MSEM is a combination of MLM and SEM that can address the limitations of MLM for 

multivariate modeling (e.g., cannot have several dependent variables simultaneously nor account 

for measurement errors) and those of SEM for multilevel modeling (e.g., violates the assumption 

of independent observation). MSEM not only partitions the observed variations into within- and 

between-cluster residuals as in MLM, but it also separates measurement errors from a total 

residual as in SEM. Moreover, the procedure of partitioning variations from different levels (i.e., 

within- and between-cluster) and different sources (i.e., the latent construct and its measurement 

error) can be applied to any number of dependent variables and predictors, as needed. 

Example Model of MSEM 



To illustrate, let us examine a multilevel mediation model demonstrated in Figure 5. The 

dependent variable is students’ SEC (measured by an 8-item indicator), the independent variable 

is classroom teachers’ SEC (a single-item indicator), and the mediating variable is the number of 

SEL lessons delivered during the intervention year. Students’ baseline SEC scores (a single-item 

indicator) and their grade level (K–2 or 3–5) are included as covariates, given program 

differences between these grade level groups. In this model, the 8-item indicator of students’ 

SEC at year-end and the students’ baseline SEC scores have variations at both within- and 

between-classroom levels. All other variables have no within-classroom variation. Assuming that 

no classroom is shared by more than one teacher or students from different grades, students in 

the same classroom would share the same value for their teacher’s SEC, the number of SEL 

lessons delivered, and the grade level. 

In Figure 5, the variances in the eight indicators of year-end SEC, as well as the single 

indicator of baseline SEC, are partitioned into two levels (Between and Within) to account for the 

multilevel nature of the data. The variations in the eight indicators of student SEC at each level 

are partitioned into two parts: variations explained by the underlying construct and variations due 

to measurement errors. In the Within section, the latent variable in an oval (labeled SECW) 

reflects the common variance underlying the within-classroom variations in the eight indicators. 

The short horizontal arrows pointing to each item indicate measurement errors. The same 

procedure is applied to the between-classroom variations in the eight indicators: the latent 

variable in an oval labeled SECB reflects the common variance, and the short horizontal arrows 

indicate measurement errors. 

After accounting for the measurement errors at each level, the relationships among 

variables are specified as hypothesized and the residuals left unexplained are represented with 



short vertical arrows. In the Within section, students’ year-end SEC at the student level (SECW) 

is predicted by their baseline SEC score (PRESECW) with some residuals accounting for 

measurement errors. In the Between section, students’ year-end SEC at the classroom level 

(SECB) is predicted by the teachers’ SEC (TSEC), the number of SEL lessons delivered (NLES), 

students’ grade level, and their baseline SEC scores at the classroom level (PRESECB); NLES is 

also predicted by other variables at the classroom level. In this way, we can examine the 

mediational relationships among TSEC, NLES, and SECB, controlling for students’ baseline SEC 

score and grade level, and accounting for the nonindependence of observations and measurement 

errors embedded in the dependent variable. 

Advantages of MSEM 

MSEM provides a great deal of flexibility in specifying and testing complex models with 

nested data. Note that the model represented in Figure 5 is only one specific example of MSEM. 

For example, one might further test if the mediational path specified in Figure 5 is moderated by 

an implementation context (moderated mediation) or if the mediation model is maintained across 

student subsamples (multigroup analysis). From an MLM perspective, MSEM can be used to 

examine multilevel models that involve two or more correlated dependent variables at any level, 

one or more mediators at any level, or one or more latent constructs measured by multiple 

indicators at any level. From an SEM perspective, MSEM can be used to test measurement or 

structural models with data structured across two or three nested levels. For a variety of 

possibilities and examples of MSEM, refer to Chapter 9 of the Mplus User’s Guide, which is 

available for free online (L. K. Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). 

One of the unique features of MSEM compared to conventional MLM is that the 

intercept of students’ baseline SEC scores is also considered as a latent variable randomly 



varying across classrooms, and its effects on the outcome variables are separated into within- and 

between-classroom effects. To differentiate these two effects from a conventional MLM 

approach, one would include classroom means and mean-centered scores, but this may yield 

biased estimates when the observed classroom means are not a reliable measure of the 

unobserved classroom-level characteristic, especially with small classroom size and low ICC 

(Hox, 2010; Lüdtke et al., 2008). One might consider incorporating the MLC method in a 

conventional MLM approach to account for the unreliability of the classroom mean and obtain 

more accurate estimates of within- and between-classroom effects. But this requires a secondary 

procedure only available for models of limited complexity. In an MSEM framework, however, 

the MLC method is applied in a model-based way, meaning that the unobserved group 

characteristic for an independent variable is treated as a cluster-level latent variable by default, 

leading to a more accurate and efficient way of estimating the within- and between-cluster 

effects separately yet simultaneously (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2006). 

The general principles of MSEM can be summarized as follows: 

 All observed variations in lower-level variables are included in both the within- 

and between-cluster parts of a research model by allowing their intercepts to vary 

across clusters, whereas cluster-level variables are only included in the between-

cluster part of the model. 

 The within- and between-cluster parts of the model can be the same or different, 

but variables in one part cannot directly or indirectly predict variables in another 

part because the within- and between-cluster variations are assumed to be 

unrelated. 



 Any regression slope of the within-cluster part of the model, however, can be 

related to between-cluster variables, by specifying the slope as a random 

coefficient explained by variables in the between-cluster part of the model. This is 

called a cross-level interaction. 

Demonstration of MSEM 

We will demonstrate the analytic procedures and results of MSEM in the following 

section using real-world data from the implementation of a preventive intervention. The example 

models are premised on the assertion that “students’ social, emotional, and academic 

competencies are enhanced through coordinated classroom, school, family, and community 

strategies” (Weissberg, Durlak, Domitrovich, & Gullotta, 2015, p. 8) and that “SEL is as much 

about adult change as it is about improvements in student performance” (Schonert-Reichl & 

O’Brien, 2012, p. 319). We selected the data used in the example for their multilevel structure 

and utility for depicting a measurement model, a mediation model, and a moderated mediation 

model. These data have the potential to provide information about the mechanisms and contexts 

of prevention program implementation that are associated with desired student outcomes. 

To this end, we will first examine the multilevel mediation model in Figure 5, where 

teachers’ own SEC is hypothesized to relate to students’ year-end SEC mediated through their 

delivery of SEL lessons. Jennings and Greenberg (2009) as well as Jones and Bouffard (2012) 

suggested conceptual frameworks explaining that teachers’ own SEC influences effective SEL 

program implementation behaviors, which in turn influence students’ performance of social and 

emotional skills. We will then examine the moderated mediation model in Figure 6, where 

implementation leadership is hypothesized to moderate the relationship between teachers’ SEC 

and their SEL lesson delivery. Durlak and DuPre’s (2008) “Framework for Effective 



Implementation” suggested that leadership is an important organizational capacity in a successful 

prevention delivery system. An empirical study underlying this claim found significant 

interaction effects between school leadership and teacher implementation of an SEL curriculum 

on student behavioral outcomes (Kam, Greenberg, & Walls, 2003). To our knowledge, however, 

no study has empirically examined the path model linking teachers’ SEC to students’ SEC 

through SEL implementation behaviors nor the effect of implementation contexts (e.g., 

implementation leadership) on these mediational relationships. 

Methods 

Example Data, Sample, and Measures 

Example data come from the 2015–16 TOOLBOX Implementation Research Project 

(TIRP). TOOLBOX is a school-based SEL program that promotes children’s social and 

emotional development through the instruction and reinforcement of 12 tools (e.g., Breathing 

Tool, Courage Tool; Collin, 2015). The TIRP aimed to understand naturally occurring variation 

in the routine implementation of TOOLBOX to explore the relationship between 1 year of 

TOOLBOX implementation and year-end student outcomes (Shapiro, Whitaker, Kim, & Roscoe, 

2018). All data collection was approved by the University of California, Berkeley, Institutional 

Review Board. 

TIRP data are derived from a quasi-experimental study in which four elementary schools 

adopted TOOLBOX and two comparison schools did not (all from within the same California 

school district). In this paper, we will focus on the variations in students’ social and emotional 

outcomes within the intervention schools, as explained by classroom characteristics (e.g., 

teachers’ SEC, the number of lessons delivered). The TIRP intervention sample consists of 1,897 

K–5 students (48% in grades K–2; 46.2% female; 59% Hispanic/Latinx, 28% Asian/Filipinx, 



13.2% Black/African American, and 8% White/European American) nested in 82 primary-

assignment classrooms (teacher characteristics: 95.1% female; 61% White/European American, 

9.8% Asian/Filipinx, and 8.5% Hispanic/Latinx; 44.4% had teaching credential for 11–20 years; 

average classroom size = 23) nested within four schools in one school district. The school district 

serves a community where 42% of students primarily speak a language other than English, 70% 

of students have household incomes of less than $44,123 annually for a family of four in a region 

with a high cost of living, and students meeting or exceeding the state educational standards in 

language arts/literacy is 27% and is 24% in mathematics), representing 84% of enrolled students. 

Cases were eliminated when students enrolled after baseline or when classroom teachers did not 

consent to inclusion in research. No difference was found in the assessment of student baseline 

SEC between consent and nonconsent classrooms (t = .87, p = .39). No classroom was shared by 

two or more surveyed teachers or contained students across different grade level groups. 

In this sample data, students’ SEC was measured using the Devereux Student Strengths 

Assessment-Mini (DESSA-Mini), a standardized teacher-completed behavior rating scale 

(Naglieri, LeBuffe, & Shapiro, 2011/2014). The DESSA-Mini is composed of eight items (e.g., 

show good judgment, focus on task despite problems or distraction) rated on a scale ranging 

from 0 (never) to 4 (very frequently; LeBuffe, Shapiro, & Robitaille, 2017). End-of-year scores 

were generated with the DESSA-Mini Form 3. The mean scores of each item at the end of the 

year ranged from 2.65–2.95 with standard deviations of .89–1.06 (some items missing on 236 

cases). Students’ baseline SEC was measured with DESSA-Mini Form 1 at the beginning of the 

year. For simplicity of illustrating the model, we used the DESSA-Mini Social Emotional Total 

(a composite T score, as would be generated in practice settings) as our control variable. The 

baseline student SEC in this sample (M = 50.98, SD = 11.80) was determined to be typical of 



students in the United States (M = 50, SD = 10). Alternate form reliability across Form 1 and 

Form 3 had previously been assessed as .92 (Naglieri et al., 2011/2014). 

Classroom teachers’ SEC was measured at the beginning of the year using a 1-item self-

reported indicator from the Social and Emotional Learning Implementation Survey (SEL-IS; 

Shapiro et al., 2018). The SEL-IS defined SEC as “an awareness of and ability to manage 

emotions in a context-appropriate manner” followed by a single question asking respondents to 

rate their own SEC, as it shows up at work, from 0 (very low) to 4 (very high). Teachers, on 

average, rated their own SEC moderately (M = 2.76, SD = .71; 6% missing). The number of SEL 

lessons delivered throughout the year was measured by a summative score from teacher reports 

of endorsing particular lessons they had delivered to students (of 17 possible lessons for Grades 

K–2 and 18 possible lessons for Grades 3–5). Teachers, on average, reported teaching about two 

thirds of the lessons they were invited/asked to deliver (M = 12.65, SD = 3.87; 1% missing). 

Teacher-reported proactive implementation leadership was measured at the beginning of the year 

using the average score of the proactive subscale of the Implementation Leadership Scale 

(Aarons, Ehrhart, & Farahnak, 2014) which was adapted to the school implementation context 

(Accomazzo, Ziemer, Kim, & Shapiro, 2018). The proactive Implementation Leadership Scale 

consists of three items—“Has our school leadership removed obstacles to implementation of 

TOOLBOX?”; “To what extent were written plans/timelines for the 2015–2016 implementation 

of TOOLBOX at our school shared?”; and “Has our school leadership provided clear standards 

for the implementation of TOOLBOX?”—rated on a scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (to a 

very great extent). Teachers, on average, assessed their school implementation leadership as 

moderately proactive (M = 2.10, SD = .95; 16% missing). Grade level was coded as 1 (Grades 

K–2) and 0 (Grades 3–5; 48% in Grades K–2). 



Analytic Procedures 

Analyses were conducted in three steps. In the first step, we estimated the ICCs of the 

eight DESSA-Mini items measuring students’ SEC for both classroom and school levels. Note 

that if the ICC for a cluster-level is zero, it suggests that the observations within that cluster may 

not be correlated with each other. In our second step, we fit the multilevel measurement model of 

the outcome variable (SEC) to examine whether all eight DESSA-Mini items were measuring 

one underlying construct at both the student and classroom levels. Again, if the model does not 

fit the data at one level, modifications to the measurement model may be needed to better 

represent the construct (ideally, followed by confirmations across diverse samples). When the 

measurement model adequately fits the data at both levels, one can estimate the relationships 

between the construct and other variables at each level more accurately by accounting for the 

measurement errors. In the third step, we fit the multilevel structural model to test hypothesized 

relationships among variables at each level. We first examined the direct relationship between 

teachers’ SEC and students’ year-end SEC, and then tested the mediation effect of the number of 

SEL lessons delivered on the relationship between teacher and student SEC. Finally, we tested 

the moderation effect of proactive implementation leadership on the relationship between teacher 

SEC and the delivery of SEL lessons. 

We conducted all analyses demonstrated in this paper using Mplus (Version 8) with the 

combination add-on. We used the FIML method with a sandwich estimator (MLR) to address 

missing data. MLR also allows combinations of different types of variables (e.g., continuous, 

ordinal, and nominal) and computes standard errors that are robust to nonnormality and 

nonindependence of observations (L. K Muthén & Muthén, 2017). To test the indirect effect, we 

applied the Monte Carlo method for assessing mediation, which produces a sampling distribution 



of the indirect effect through a large number of repeated simulations (Selig & Preacher, 2008). 

Advantages of this method are similar to those of nonparametric bootstrapping, but it can also be 

used in cases where bootstrapping is not feasible, such as in multilevel modeling (Preacher & 

Selig, 2012). The Mplus codes used for each step can be found in the Appendix (online); these 

will work in Mplus (Versions 5 and later) with the multilevel or combination add-on. 

Results 

Step 1: Intraclass Correlations 

Table 1 summarizes the ICC estimates of each DESSA-Mini item for classroom and 

school levels. Classroom-level ICCs ranged from .08 (“focus on a task despite a problem or 

distraction”) to .23 (“prepare for school, activities, or upcoming events”), indicating that 8%–

23% of variance in students’ year-end SEC existed across classrooms. However, school-level 

ICCs were nearly zero after rounding to three decimal places, suggesting that students’ SEC did 

not vary at the school level. For parsimony, we proceeded with two-level modeling focused only 

on within- and between-classroom variations in students’ SEC. 

Step 2: Multilevel Measurement Model  

The eight indicators were hypothesized to measure a single latent construct: students’ 

year-end SEC. To differentiate the within- and between-classroom SEC, we named the construct 

SECW for the within-cluster model and SECB for the between-cluster model. The measurement 

model fit was acceptable—χ2 = 267.94 (df = 40, p < .001), CFI = .97, TLI = .95, RMSEA = .06, 

SRMRwithin = .02, SRMRbetween = .05—according to Hair et al.’s (2010) model-fit criteria for the 

corresponding sample size and number of variables. Table 2 presents the standardized factor 

loadings of each item at each level. All of the standardized factor loadings were higher than .80 

and significant at the p < .001 level at both within- and between-classroom levels. These results 



show that the eight indicators construct a coherent outcome variable. Thus, all indicators were 

included in structural model analysis as observed variables measuring the SEC latent construct. 

Step 3: Multilevel Structural Model 

Before testing the mediation model, we first examined the direct relationship between 

teachers’ SEC (TSEC) and students year-end SEC at classroom-level (SECB), controlling for 

students’ baseline SEC (SECPRE) and grade level (GRAD). The structural model fit was 

acceptable: χ2 = 373.05 (df = 68, p < .001), CFI = .97, TLI = .96, RMSEA = .05, SRMRwithin = 

.01, SRMRbetween = .05. Table 3 presents the estimated regression slopes. At the classroom level, 

teachers’ initial SEC was positively related to their students’ year-end SEC (b = .57, p < .05). 

The relationship between students’ baseline and postintervention SEC was significant at both the 

student (b = .10, p < .001) and classroom level (b = .14, p < .001). The difference in students’ 

year-end SEC between lower and upper grades was marginally significant (b = .55, p < .10). 

Next, we included the number of SEL lessons delivered (NLES) as a mediating variable 

linking TSEC and SECB. The structural model fit after including NLES was still acceptable: χ2 = 

386.65 (df = 75, p < .001), CFI = .97, TLI = .96, RMSEA = .05, SRMRwithin = .01, SRMRbetween = 

.07. Table 4 presents the estimated regression slopes. Teachers’ initial SEC was positively 

related to the number of SEL lessons delivered throughout the year (b = 1.33, p < .05), and the 

number of lessons delivered was also positively related to students’ year-end SEC at the 

classroom level (b = .11, p < .05). The direct relationship between teachers’ SEC and students’ 

year-end SEC was still significant (b = .50, p < .05). 

Using the regression slopes of TSEC on NLES and NLES on SECB, as well as the 

variances and covariance of these slopes, the 95% Monte Carlo confidence interval for the 

indirect effect was calculated as [.01, .35]. Given that this interval does not contain zero, we can 



conclude that the teachers’ initial SEC is directly related to students’ year-end SEC and 

indirectly related through the delivery of SEL lessons at the 95% confidence level. The direct 

path between teacher SEC and student SEC remained significant, indicating a partial mediation 

of SEL lesson delivery in the path between teacher and student SEC. 

Lastly, we included proactive implementation leadership (PROSL) as a moderator of the 

path between TSEC and NLES. After including PROSL, the structural model fit was acceptable: 

χ2 = 411.46 (df = 91, p < .001), CFI = .97, TLI = .96, RMSEA = .05, SRMRwithin = .02, 

SRMRbetween = .06. Table 5 presents the estimated regression slopes. Proactive implementation 

leadership (b = 4.78, p < .01) as well as teachers’ own SEC (b = 4.78, p < .01) were each 

positively related to the number of SEL lessons delivered. The interaction effect of PROSL and 

TSEC on NLES was also significant (b = −1.38, p < .05), indicating that proactive leadership 

moderated the relationship between teachers’ SEC and the number of SEL lessons delivered. 

When proactive leadership was higher, the relationship between teachers’ SEC and the number 

of SEL lessons delivered was weaker. 

Discussion 

Our illustrative analysis first revealed the extent to which student SEC was correlated 

(i.e., nonindependent) within classrooms during the implementation of a preventive intervention. 

Depending on the indicator, 8%–23% of variance in student year-end SEC could be explained at 

the classroom level. Some indicators varied more among students (e.g., “focus on a task despite a 

problem or distraction”), whereas other indicators varied more among classrooms (e.g., “prepare 

for school, activities, or upcoming events”). School-level ICCs, however, were nearly zero, 

indicating that students’ year-end SEC did not vary by their school membership. The values of 

classroom-level and school-level ICCs found in our example are consistent with typical findings 



in other school-based preventive intervention studies (e.g., Murray et al., 2004; Scheier, Griffin, 

Doyle, & Botvin, 2002; Siddiqui, Hedeker, Flay, & Hu, 1996). 

Based on an assessment of factor loadings and fit indices, we found the eight indicators 

measuring student SEC to be an acceptable representation of the construct. Furthermore, we 

found that the structural model postulating relations between teacher SEC, proactive 

implementation leadership, number of SEL lessons delivered, and student year-end SEC—

controlling for student grade category and student baseline SEC—adequately represented the 

data. In MSEM analysis, most model-fit indices test a global goodness of fit, including both 

within and between parts of the model. The methodological literature, however, suggests that 

these global fit indices may fail to detect a lack of fit at one level, especially at the cluster level, 

and therefore recommends calculating level-specific fit indices (Ryu & West, 2009; Yuan & 

Bentler, 2007). In Mplus, only the SRMR reports a level-specific model fit, which has been 

found to be more sensitive to model misspecification at each level than other global fit indices 

(Hsu, Kwok, Lin, & Acosta, 2015). In our example, the SRMRwithin and SRMRbetween were both 

acceptable (i.e., ≤ .08) in addition to other conventional global fit indices. That said, one might 

desire further evaluations of the model fit (for one approach, see Ryu, 2014) beyond the scope of 

this analysis. 

Substantively, we learned that student baseline SEC predicted student year-end SEC. In 

other words, where a student started was predictive of where a student ended. Yet, what 

happened during the year did matter. As several studies of SEL programs have found 

(Domitrovich, Gest, Jones, Gill, & DeRousie, 2010; Reyes, Brackett, Rivers, Elbertson, & 

Salovey, 2012)—although never before in the study of TOOLBOX—the number of lessons 

delivered by teachers predicted student year-end SEC, controlling for baseline SEC and grade 



category. As conceptualized by Jennings and Greenberg (2009) as well as Jones and Bouffard 

(2012), teachers’ self-perceived SEC was also directly related to the number of lessons taught 

and directly related to year-end student SEC. We found evidence for partial mediation of the 

relationship between teacher SEC and student year-end SEC by the number of lessons taught. In 

addition, we found a moderating effect of proactive implementation leadership on this mediation, 

suggesting that when teacher reports of proactive leadership were higher at the beginning of the 

year, teachers’ own SEC did not explain the number of SEL lessons that they ultimately 

delivered to the same extent as when the leadership was reported as less proactive. 

To our knowledge, using an MSEM technique has enabled the first empirical 

examination of how leadership behaviors and teachers’ own SEC influence students’ social and 

emotional development in the context of SEL implementation. Prior research has shown that 

teacher characteristics that vary between classrooms influence SEL program implementation and 

outcomes (Wanless & Domitrovich, 2015). Yet, studies exploring how teacher-level 

characteristics relate to student outcomes are often constrained by the analytic tools available to 

the researcher. Some studies use MLM to account for nested data but then encounter analytic 

limitations that lead to running separate models for each outcome variable and not specifying 

structural relationships between predictors, such as how teacher training relates to 

implementation quality or dosage (e.g., Reyes et al., 2012). Studies evaluating interventions 

designed to improve student outcomes by promoting teacher SEC have examined the program 

effects on teachers using analysis of covariance; thus far, however, they have been unable to test 

how those teacher-level changes relate to student-level outcomes (e.g., Jennings et al., 2013). 

Also, studies exploring the relationships between implementation characteristics and student 

outcomes in school-based preventive interventions have used analysis of covariance without 



accounting for the nested structure of the data (e.g., Kam et al., 2003). By applying the MSEM 

method, however, we learned not only that teacher SEC relates to student outcomes, but we also 

identified a mechanism (number of lessons delivered) through which it operates and a contextual 

moderator (the lack of proactive leadership) in which the mechanism is strongest. Identifying 

mechanisms of intervention effectiveness and contexts in which they are salient raises the 

possibility of refining interventions and/or targeting implementation supports for taking 

preventive interventions to scale. 

Despite the advantages and potentials of this method, the actual practice of MSEM 

techniques can be quite challenging. Success may be dependent on data quality (e.g., number of 

clusters, magnitude of ICCs, extent of missingness), and as models become increasingly 

complex, computational problems (e.g., nonconvergence, unstable or biased estimation) can arise 

(Rabe-Hesketh et al., 2007). The maximum likelihood approach using the expectation-

maximization algorithm with a sandwich estimator (i.e., FIML, or the MLR estimator in Mplus) 

is often used with MSEM to produce unbiased estimates and robust standard errors (Kaplan, 

2008; Schminkey, von Oertzen, & Bullock, 2016), but this approach requires large sample sizes 

to obtain estimates with asymptotically useful properties (e.g., bias goes to 0 as sample size goes 

to infinity; Holtmann, Koch, Lochner, & Eid, 2016). Low ICCs can also lead to model-fit and 

parameter-estimation problems, especially at the cluster level (Hsu, Lin, Kwok, Acosta, & 

Willson, 2017). Furthermore, the FIML approach to handling missing data assumes missing at 

random (i.e., missingness for an outcome variable does not depend on the value of outcome 

itself, after adjusting for a set of predictors), which, unfortunately, is not statistically testable 

(Allison, 2009). Requirements for the use of MSEM in regard to sample size, ICC, and 

missingness are largely unavailable, but these questions are being explored and 



recommendations are forthcoming (Preacher et al., 2010; Christ et al., 2017). In addition to these 

technical challenges, it should be noted that MSEM findings do not automatically indicate causal 

evidence unless all the model assumptions (e.g., about the relationships among variables, 

residuals) are correct and conditions for causal inference (e.g., time-order, no omitted 

confounders) are met. 

The measurement and structural models we suggest fit the routine-practice data without 

any convergence problems or unstable results (e.g., negative variances), with a cluster-level 

sample size of 82, outcome variable ICC estimates ranging from .08–.23, and some missing data. 

Yet, we acknowledge that adding more complexity to these models could easily lead to 

computational problems. For example, we were unable to model baseline SEC as a latent 

construct (indicated by the eight items comprising the DESSA-Mini rather than the single 

DESSA-Mini total score used in clinical practice) or additional student-level covariates due to 

nonconvergence. Further, we acknowledge the imperfections of the data used in our illustration 

for making broad claims (e.g., a single self-report indicator of teacher SEC, data derived from a 

single school district). We strongly suggest testing assumptions we made (e.g., the program is 

similarly effective across student differences by race, gender, and socioeconomic status) in future 

studies of this and other school-based prevention programs. 

To achieve the grand challenge goal of unleashing the power of prevention, or to take any 

effective social work intervention to scale, we need to look beyond mean differences in 

outcomes under optimal conditions. In order to determine how and under what conditions an 

intervention leads to desired outcomes, sophisticated analytic approaches such as MSEM should 

be used to enable the testing of mediation and moderation hypotheses with nested data. This 

introduction to MSEM may help researchers answer practice-relevant questions important for 



refining preventive interventions to ensure the healthy development of all youth and 

disseminating those interventions at scale. 
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Table 1 

ICCs of the Eight Items Measuring Students’ SEC 

 

 SEC1 SEC2 SEC3 SEC4 SEC5 SEC6 SEC7 SEC8 

ICCs for classroom level .11 .09 .11 .08 .23 .15 .15 .20 

ICCs for school level .00 .00 .00 .00 .01 .00 .00 .00 

 

Note. ICC = intraclass correlation; SEC = social–emotional competence. 

  



Table 2 

Factor Loadings of the Eight Items Measuring Students’ SEC 

 

Variable 
Standardized 

Estimate 
Standard Error t Statistic p Value 

Within level: 

SECW 
   

 

SEC1 .89 .01 84.76 < .001 

SEC2 .92 .01 120.44 < .001 

SEC3 .90 .01 79.13 < .001 

SEC4 .89 .01 102.53 < .001 

SEC5 .89 .01 73.97 < .001 

SEC6 .89 .01 74.37 < .001 

SEC7 .91 .01 90.24 < .001 

SEC8 .86 .02 47.34 < .001 

Between 

level: SECB 
    

SEC1 .93 .03 33.65 <.001 

SEC2 .95 .02 46.72 < .001 

SEC3 .90 .03 33.22 < .001 

SEC4 .90 .05 19.98 < .001 

SEC5 .88 .05 17.12 < .001 

SEC6 .97 .02 52.70 < .001 

SEC7 .83 .09 10.13 < .001 

SEC8 .85 .06 15.04 < .001 

 

Note. SEC = social–emotional competence; SECW = students’ year-end SEC at individual level; SECB = students’ year-end SEC at 

classroom level. 
  



Table 3 

Relationships Among Variables (Before Including NLES) 

 

 
Unstandardized 

Estimate 

Standard 

Error 
t Statistic Pp Value 

Within level: SECW     

SECPRE .10 .00 22.04 < .001 

Between level: SECB     

TSEC .57 .23 2.48 .013 

SECPRE .14 .04 3.90 < .001 

GRADK2 .55 .32 1.72 .086 

 

Note. SECW = students’ year-end social–emotional competence (SEC) at individual level; SECB = students’ year-end SEC at 

classroom level; TSEC = teachers’ baseline SEC; NLES = number of lessons delivered; SECPRE = students’ baseline SEC; GRADK2 = 

students’ grade level (1 = Grades K–2, 0 = Grades 3–5). 

  



Table 4 

Relationships Among Variables (After Including NLES) 

 

 
Unstandardized 

Estimate 

Standard 

Error 
t Statistic P Value 

Within level: SECW     

SECPRE 0.10 .00 22.04 < .001 

Between level: SECB     

TSEC 0.50 .23 2.15 .032 

NLES 0.11 .05 2.47 .014 

SECPRE 0.11 .04 3.13 .002 

GRADK2 0.76 .35 2.16 .031 

Between level: NLES     

TSEC 1.33 .54 2.44 .015 

SECPRE 0.33 .09 3.63 < .001 

GRADK2 −1.44 .85 −1.70 .089 

 

Note. SECW = students’ year-end social–emotional competence (SEC) at individual level; SECB = students’ year-end SEC at 

classroom level; TSEC = teachers’ baseline SEC; NLES = number of lessons delivered; SECPRE = students’ baseline SEC; GRADK2 = 
students’ grade level (1 = Grades K–2, 0 = Grades 3–5). 

  



Table 5 

Relationships Among Variables (After Including PROSL) 

 

 
Unstandardized 

Estimate 

Standard 

Error 
t Statistic p Value 

Within level: SECW     

SECPRE 0.10 0.01 20.14 < .001 

Between level: SECB     

TSEC 0.44 0.24 1.85 .065 

NLES 0.12 0.05 2.44 .015 

SECPRE 0.11 0.04 3.02 .003 

GRADK2 0.73 0.38 1.95 .051 

Between level: NLES     

TSEC 4.78 1.39 3.45 .001 

PROSL 4.78 1.78 2.68 .007 

INTERACT −1.38 0.57 −2.43 .015 

SECPRE 0.24 0.11 2.30 .021 

GRADK2 −1.30 0.84 −1.55 .121 

 

Note. SECW = students’ year-end social–emotional competence (SEC) at individual level; SECB = students’ year-end SEC at 

classroom level; TSEC = teachers’ baseline SEC; NLES = number of lessons delivered; PROSL = teacher-reported proactive school 

leadership at baseline; INTERACT = interaction between TSEC and PROSL; SECPRE = students’ baseline SEC; GRADK2 = students’ 
grade level (1 = Grades K–2, 0 = Grades 3–5). 

 

  



 
 

Figure 1. Random intercept model with no predictor. In Box B, Yij, an observed variable, is denoted as a rectangle with an 

intercept (β0j) and within-cluster residuals (eij). Variation of the intercept across clusters is represented by the solid dot left of 

the rectangle in Box B and the oval with random intercept (β0j) in Box A. The random intercept is not a set of observed cluster 

means but a random variable that has an unobservable variance across clusters. This random intercept consists of an intercept 

(γ00) and between-cluster residuals (u0j). The subscript B in Box C represents “between”; in Box D, the subscript W represents 

“within.” 

  



 
 

Figure 2. Random intercept model with predictors. In Box A, the classroom-level predictors (W1j and W2j) point to the random 

intercept (β0j), which has its own intercept (γ00) and between-cluster residuals (u0j). In Box B, the student-level predictor (Xij) in a 

rectangle points to the outcome variable (Yij), which has a random intercept (β0j with a solid dot) and within-cluster residuals 

(eij). The arrows pointing to the outcome variable at each level represent the regression slopes of the predictors (γ10, γ01, and 

γ02). Boxes C and D depict example predictors: students’ year-end social–emotional competence (SEC) and baseline SEC 

(PRESEC) at the student level, and the teacher’s SEC (TSEC) and the number of lessons delivered (NLES) at the classroom level. 

  



 
 

Figure 3. Measurement model. In Box A, each indicator is depicted as a rectangle, pointed to by two arrows, one from a single 

latent construct and the other from its own source of unknown measurement errors (both unmeasured and depicted as ovals). 

Box B shows a simplified diagram with illustrative example variables where each indicator is named as teacher-rated Items 1–8 

with the points of ellipsis in the middle representing Items 3–6. SEC = social–emotional competence.  
  



 
 

Figure 4. Structural model. The latent construct, measured by eight indicators, is predicted directly by X1i, with a slope of β31, 

and also is predicted indirectly through the mediating variable (X2i). This indirect relationship is noted as X1i predicting X2i with a 

slope of β21 as well as X2i predicting ηi with a slope of β32. Box B represents a simplified diagram where the teacher’s social–
emotional competence (TSEC) is predicting students’ social–emotional competence (SEC) directly and indirectly through the 

number of social and emotional learning lessons delivered during the intervention year (NLES). 

 

 
  



 
 

Figure 5. Multilevel mediation model. In the Within section, the observed indicators of dependent variable (item1W–item8W) 

and the independent variable (PRESECW = students’ baseline SEC) in rectangles represent the within-classroom variations of 

each observed variable. The solid dots to the left of these rectangles indicate that the intercepts of these variables randomly 

vary across classrooms; these random intercepts are represented in ovals in the Between section (item1B–item8B and PRESECB). 

The teacher’s social–emotional competence (TSEC), the number of social and emotional learning lessons delivered (NLES), and 

the grade level (GRAD) are represented in rectangles only in the Between section because they have no variation within 

classrooms. 

  



 
 

Figure 6. Multilevel moderated mediation model. In the Within section, the observed indicators of dependent variable 

(item1W–item8W) and the independent variable (PRESECW = students’ baseline SEC) in rectangles represent the 
within-classroom variations of each observed variable. The solid dots to the left of these rectangles indicate that the 

intercepts of these variables randomly vary across classrooms; these random intercepts are represented in ovals in 

the Between section (item1B–item8B and PRESECB). The teacher’s social–emotional competence (TSEC), the number of 

social and emotional learning lessons delivered (NLES), school proactive implementation leadership (SLPRO), and the 

grade level (GRAD) are represented in rectangles only in the Between section because they have no variation within 

classrooms. 

  



Appendix: Mplus Codes for the Demonstrated Analyses 

Step 1: Intraclass Correlations 

TITLE: SEL working mechanism model - Intraclass correlations; 

 

DATA: 

FILE = toolbox_example.dat; 

FORMAT = 15F5.0; 

 

VARIABLE: 

NAMES = stuid classid schoolid 

sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 

secpre gradk2 

tsec nles prosl; 

MISSING = ALL(999); 

 

USEVARIABLES = sec1; 

CLUSTER = schoolid classid; 

 

ANALYSIS: 

TYPE = THREELEVEL; 

ESTIMATOR= MLR; 

 

MODEL: 

%WITHIN% 

sec1; 

 

%BETWEEN classid% 

sec1; 

 

%BETWEEN schoolid% 

sec1; 

 

Note: First, repeat these codes eight times for each indicator by changing the variable name in 

the USEVARIABLES and MODEL commands. Repeat this procedure to get two-level intraclass 

correlations by changing the model type into TYPE = TWOLEVEL; and deleting 

the %BETWEEN schoolid% part of the MODEL. 

 

Step 2: Multilevel Measurement Model 



TITLE: SEL working mechanism model - measurement model; 

 

DATA: 

FILE = toolbox_example.dat; 

FORMAT = 15F5.0; 

 

VARIABLE: 

NAMES = stuid classid schoolid 

sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 

secpre gradk2 

tsec nles prosl; 

MISSING = ALL(999); 

 

USEVARIABLES = sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

CLUSTER = classid; 

 

ANALYSIS:  

TYPE = TWOLEVEL; 

ESTIMATOR= MLR; 

 

MODEL: 

%WITHIN% 

secw BY sec1* sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

secw@1; 

 

%BETWEEN% 

secb BY sec1* sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

secb@1; 

 

OUTPUT: STDYX; 

 

Step 3: Multilevel Structural Model 

Relationship between teachers’ social–emotional competence (SEC) and students’ 

year-end SEC. 

TITLE: SEL working mechanism model - structural model 1; 

 

DATA: 

FILE = toolbox_example.dat; 



FORMAT = 15F5.0; 

 

VARIABLE: 

NAMES = stuid classid schoolid 

sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 

secpre gradk2 

tsec nles prosl; 

MISSING = ALL(999); 

 

USEVARIABLES = sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 secpre gradk2 tsec; 

CLUSTER = classid; 

BETWEEN = gradk2 tsec; 

 

ANALYSIS: 

TYPE = TWOLEVEL; 

ESTIMATOR = MLR; 

 

MODEL: 

%WITHIN% 

secw BY sec1* sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

secw@1; 

secw ON secpre; 

 

%BETWEEN% 

secb BY sec1* sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

secb@1; 

secb ON secpre gradk2 tsec; 

 

OUTPUT: STDYX; 

 

Mediation of the number of lessons delivered. 

TITLE: SEL working mechanism model - structural model 2; 

 

DATA: 

FILE = toolbox_example.dat; 

FORMAT = 15F5.0; 

 

VARIABLE: 

NAMES = stuid classid schoolid 



sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 

secpre gradk2 

tsec nles prosl; 

MISSING = ALL(999); 

 

USEVARIABLES = sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 secpre gradk2 tsec nles; 

CLUSTER = classid; 

BETWEEN = gradk2 tsec nles; 

 

ANALYSIS: 

TYPE = TWOLEVEL; 

ESTIMATOR = MLR; 

 

MODEL: 

%WITHIN% 

secw BY sec1* sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

secw@1; 

secw ON secpre; 

 

%BETWEEN% 

secb BY sec1* sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

secb@1; 

secb ON secpre gradk2 tsec nles; 

nles ON secpre gradk2 tsec; 

 

OUTPUT: STDYX TECH1 TECH3; 

 

Note: You can use Selig and Preacher’s (2008) Monte Carlo method for assessing mediation 
using the TECH1 and TECH3 outputs. 

 

Moderation of proactive school leadership. 

TITLE: SEL working mechanism model - structural model 3; 

 

DATA: 

FILE = toolbox_example.dat; 

FORMAT = 15F5.0; 

 

VARIABLE: 

NAMES = stuid classid schoolid 

sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 



secpre gradk2 

tsec nles prosl; 

MISSING = ALL(999); 

 

USEVARIABLES = sec1 sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8 secpre gradk2 tsec nles 

prosl interact; 

CLUSTER = classid; 

BETWEEN = gradk2 tsec nles prosl interact; 

 

DEFINE: 

interact = tsec * prosl; 

 

ANALYSIS:  

TYPE = TWOLEVEL; 

ESTIMATOR = MLR; 

 

MODEL: 

%WITHIN% 

secw BY sec1* sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

secw@1; 

secw ON secpre; 

 

%BETWEEN% 

secb BY sec1* sec2 sec3 sec4 sec5 sec6 sec7 sec8; 

secb@1; 

secb ON secpre gradk2 tsec nles; 

nles ON secpre gradk2 tsec prosl interact; 

 

OUTPUT: STDYX TECH1 TECH3; 

 


